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Diamond sensors provide a promising radiation hard solution to the challenges posed by
the future experiments at hadron machines. A 3D geometry with thin columnar resistive
electrodes orthogonal to the diamond surface, obtained by laser nanofabrication, is
expected to provide significantly better time resolution with respect to the extensively
studied planar diamond sensors. We report on the development, production, and
characterisation of innovative 3D diamond sensors achieving 30% improvement in both
space and time resolution with respect to sensors from the previous generation. This is the
first complete characterisation of the time resolution of 3D diamond sensors and combines
results from tests with laser, β rays and high energy particle beams. Plans and strategies for
further improvement in the fabrication technology and readout systems are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the particle detectors for future hadronic machines, such as the High-
Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) at CERN, faces the major challenge of
reconstructing the trajectories (tracks) of an unprecedented density of charged particles. State-
of-the-art spatial granularity in the measurement of the energy deposits (hits) will be barely sufficient
to distinguish tracks, and good time resolution will be necessary to distinguish the many hadronic
collisions, or primary vertices, originated in a single bunch crossing [1, 2]. Time information has
been demonstrated to be very beneficial in pattern recognition procedures especially in events with a
large number of tracks, allowing for complete 4D tracking algorithms, possibly implemented on
programmable gate array devices [3].

The time resolution of a detector is defined by three main contributions: variations of the shape of
the signal due to inhomogeneities in the charge generation and collection mechanisms; a time walk
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contribution related to the signal processing technique; and a
jitter contribution due to the electronic noise superposed to the
signal (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for a more detailed discussion).

The development of silicon pixel detectors aiming at excellent
resolution on timing measurements has been extremely active in
recent years, mainly focusing on Low-Gain Avalanche Detectors
(LGADs) [5, 6]. Best time resolutions are obtained with extremely
thin LGAD sensors exploiting multiplication in a heavily doped
1–2 μm thick layer. Indeed, by reducing the thickness of the LGAD
detectors, the contribution from Landau fluctuations can be reduced
preserving good signal-to-noise ratio by means of charge
multiplication. For example, time resolutions of the order of 30 ps
per layer have been reported using 50 μm LGAD detectors [7].

The higher density of ionising particles expected at future
experiments also represents a serious concern for the radiation
damage of both sensors and front-end electronics. For example,
the sensors in the innermost part of the vertex detector of the
upgraded LHCb experiment planned for taking data from 2032 on,
will have to cope with a radiation dose of the order of 1017

1MeV neq cm
−2 for an exposure to radiation estimated to last ten

years [8]. Potential flavour physics experiments at future hadron
collider will also face the same challenge while extending the
geometrical acceptance to smaller angles. Unfortunately, the
performance of state-of-the-art LGAD sensors degrades too
quickly with the radiation dose to employ them in high radiation
environments where fluences well above 1015 1MeV neq cm

−2 are
expected within the lifetime of the detector [9, 10].

Recently, a new generation of 3D silicon pixel detectors, with
distances between the electrodes of few tens of micrometers, have
been demonstrated to be resistant to radiation fluences up to
3 × 10161MeV neq cm

−2 [11]. In these sensors, the electrodes are
thin conductive columns engraved in the semiconductor
material, which is usually much thicker than the distance
between the electrodes. Their time resolution was measured
using a 90Sr β source and found to be comparable to that of
LGAD sensors. Studying its dependence on temperature and
applied bias voltage, it was concluded that the resolution is
dominated by the effects of inhomogeneities of the electric
field, since the large depleted volume traversed by the ionising
particles on a path parallel to the electrodes allows one to reduce
the Landau fluctuations, and the signal-to-noise ratio is
sufficiently large to make the jitter contribution subdominant
[12]. Recently, the TimeSPOT Collaboration has developed 3D
Silicon devices with trench-shaped electrodes whose resolution
was measured to be 20 ps with a beam of minimum-ionising
pions at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), in Villigen [4].

Since the spread in the collection time is strictly related to the
carrier drift velocity, and therefore to the semiconductor
material, an interesting area of research on timing pixel
sensors consists in the study of semiconductors other than
silicon. In particular, diamond is extensively studied for it
combines high carrier velocity with an excellent radiation
resistance, which is further improved when a 3D design is
adopted to reduce the drift path [13–17]. Differently from
the silicon devices, where the electrodes are obtained with
micromachining and doping, in diamond sensors the
electrodes are usually obtained focusing a femtosecond laser

within the diamond bulk to induce a local phase transition to an
ohmic mixture of diamond-like carbon, amorphous carbon and
graphite [18, 19]. Recently, the single-hit efficiency of 3D
sensors constructed with poly-crystalline chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) diamond has been measured in a beam
test using a high precision tracking telescope and found to be
above 99% for particle fluxes up to 20 MHz/cm2 and fluences up
to 8 · 10151MeV neq cm

−2 [20].
The high intrinsic break-down voltage allows operating

diamond sensors with high electric field which, in
combination with the high electron and hole mobility, may
result into negligible contribution from the charge collection
mechanism to the time resolution of 3D diamond detectors.

With Landau fluctuations limited by the 3D geometry and the
spread in the collection time reduced because of the
semiconductor material properties, it is reasonable to expect
the jitter to dominate the time resolution. The slope of the
output signal is directly affected by the time constant of the
sensor which can be approximated by the product of the sensor
capacitance by the resistance at the input of the amplifier. While
the former is significantly smaller than in typical silicon sensors
because of the thinner electrodes and smaller dielectric constant,
the combination of diamond-like carbon, amorphous carbon and
graphite constituting the electrodes makes the resistance at the
input of the amplifier several orders of magnitude larger than
in silicon detectors [21]. Higher resistance of the electrodes also
results into an increase of the Johnson noise and therefore into
larger jitter contributions to the time resolution.

In this work, we describe the design, the fabrication and the
characterisation of timing 3D diamond sensors, with electrodes
obtained through a pulsed laser graphitisation technique
improved by the application of adaptive optics to reduce the
electrode resistance. Following this introduction, Sections 2 and
3 describe the design and fabrication process, while Section 4
presents the characterisation of the sensor response to laser-
induced excitations, β rays from 90Sr and minimum-ionising
pions. Throughout the paper, a right-handed coordinate
system is adopted, with the z axis parallel to the electrodes
and the y axis along the vertical.

2. SIMULATION

The sensors described in this paper are top-quality single-crystal
CVD (sCVD) diamond specimens [22, 23]. The
4.5 × 4.5 × 0.5mm3 samples used in this study were purchased
from Element Six1.

The pixel pitch is fixed to 55 μm × 55 μm to ease the
comparison with silicon sensors compatible with the Timepix
readout chip [24], while all other geometrical and physical
properties of the sensors were optimised in terms of time
resolution by taking advantage of various simulation
approaches and experimental tuning campaigns.

1https://www.e6.com
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2.1. Qualitative Considerations on the
Detector Design
A simplified description of the sensor, modelling the charge
collection by the resistive electrodes and the signal relaxation
due to the readout electronics, is used to assess the dependence
and the relative importance of the design parameters. The resistive
electrodes are modeled as infinitely long columns arranged in
rectangular elementary cells, as depicted in Figure 1A. The same
figure also shows that the readout electrodes, which are usually
virtually grounded by the amplifier, are interleaved with
polarization electrodes. To simplify the numerical computation,
the electric field is assumed to be stationary during the whole
process of charge collection. Also the variation of the polarisation
bias due to the signal current was neglected. With this
approximation, the detector response can be described by a
simple two-dimensional model as an application of the Ramo
theorem [25]. The 2D representation of the elementary cell used for
the simulation is depicted in Figure 1B.

The capacitance of the cell and the resistance of the electrodes
are relevant to the propagation of the electrical signal to the input of
the readout electronics. A pair of electrodes is modelled as a
resistive-capacitive line as illustrated in Figure 1C. The length
of the line, and therefore the effect of the line on the signal, depends
on the depth at which the charge is generated, providing a third
spatial dimension to the description of the sensor.

The resistivity and thickness of the columns, the size of the
elementary cell and the inclination of the traversing particles with
respect to the sensors are all parameters whose effect can be
studied, at least qualitatively, with such a simplified model. In
addition, the simulation indicates that larger signals can be
obtained connecting the readout and polarization electrodes
on the opposite sides of the diamond sample, rather than
connecting them to the same side (see Figure 1A).

The simulation also confirms that for higher bias voltages, and
therefore higher electric field, the signals are faster and the time
resolution improves. The benefit from an increase in the electric
field beyond charge carrier velocity saturation is however
marginal with respect to lowering the time constant of the
charge relaxation process. The order of magnitude of the time
constant is fixed by the product of the capacitance of the single
cell and the resistance of the electrodes. The capacitance is
defined by the size of the elementary cell and by the diameter

of the columns. The resistance depends on the quality of the
fabrication procedure and, quadratically, on the diameter of the
columns.

Small elementary cells are necessary to achieve the spatial
granularity required by tracking applications at future large-scale
particle detectors. They improve the radiation resistance of
sensors as well as their time resolution due to the shorter
charge carrier transit time. However, smaller elementary cells
result into larger capacitance putting stronger requirements on
maximum electrode resistivity.

Finally, the simulation predicts a slight improvement in the
time resolution if the trajectory of the ionising particles is inclined
by a few degrees with respect to the electrodes.

2.2. TCAD Simulation of the Sensor
A more accurate simulation of sensor response has been
developed exploiting the numerical simulations within the
Technology CAD framework of Synopsys© Sentaurus TCAD
[26, 27]. The full simulation relies on the complete 3D
geometry of the elementary cell, on which a complete finite-
element computation of all electrical quantities is performed. To
study the effect of geometrical and physical parameters on sensor
time resolution, a reliable description of the charge collection
mechanism in terms of space and time is of critical importance.
Hence, the discretisation of the elementary cell has been carefully
designed with a mesh whose granularity increases in the regions
where variations of the relevant parameters are larger. The pitch
of the simulated sensor is 55 μm × 55 μm, and the depth of the
diamond sample is 500 μm. The diameter of the resistive
electrodes, modelled as cylinders of conductive diamond-like
carbon, is varied between three and 7.5 μm, corresponding to a
single-cell capacitance spanning the range between 26 and
39.4 fF. The resistivity of the columns, described within the
TCAD environment by an effective reduced band-gap of a
diamond-like material, has been varied in a wide range of
values between 10− 7 and 1021 Ω cm, spanning from metallic to
the pure diamond electrodes. The electric field in the bulk
depends on the resistivity of the electrodes, because of the
voltage drop inside the volume of each electrode. As a
consequence, highly resistive electrodes result into electric
fields with a non-negligible component along the z direction,
especially in the vicinity of the sensor surface. A full 3D model of

FIGURE 1 | (A) schematic representation of the generic 3D a × b rectangular elementary cell (not to scale). (B) projection of the cell on the transverse plane, with black and
cyan circles representing the electrodes connected by electric field flux lines in brown. (C) electrical model of a single cell used to describe the charge relaxation. The voltage
difference between V1 and V2 encodes the signal generated by an infinitesimal current dI as propagated through an electrode pair. The electrical parameters of the transmission
lines are the distributed resistivity ρ and capacitance χ. Together, the twomodels for the electric field and the charge relaxation provide a simple description of the 3D sensor.
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the electric field within the elementary cell is necessary to take
these effects into account.

The complete simulation describes the induced signal together
with the signal due to the displacement of the carriers along the
resistive electrodes, resulting in a second current pulse with a
delay of a few hundreds of picoseconds with respect to the
induced signal.

In Figure 2 the shape of the current pulse is shown when a
charge of 2.88 fC is released at two different depths of the
elementary cell. A common fast leading edge is followed by a
depth-dependent structure, faster, as expected, for charge
generated closer to the amplifier input. Depending on the
applied bias voltage, the carriers collected by the readout
electrode can be electrons (for negative polarisation) or holes
(for positive polarisation). As the charge relaxation time is
dominated by the propagation through the resistive electrodes,
the choice of the charge carrier polarity is not expected to affect
significantly the time resolution [28]. Therefore, the bias
polarisation is chosen by maximising the electric field in either
polarities. Junction or tip effects may cause break-down at lower
voltage in one of the two configurations, which is then discarded
in favour of the other.

3. FABRICATION

3.1. Experimental Setup for Laser
Graphitisation
A Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser source was used to induce a
transformation of the carbon phase from diamond to a mixture of
sp2 and sp3 phases which is sufficiently conductive to behave as a
resistive electrode buried in the diamond. The transformation can
be induced by thermal excitation or multiple-photon absorption.
To engrave electrodes, extremely short laser pulses are preferred
to make the non-thermal multi-photon interaction mechanism to
dominate and to obtain electrodes thinner and more conductive
[29, 30].

The sensors here described were obtained with pulse width of
50 fs, repetition rate 1 kHz, wavelength of 800 nm and pulse
energy of 700 nJ, as measured immediately before impinging
in the diamond specimen. A schematic representation of the
optical system driving the laser onto the diamond specimen is
shown in Figure 3. Two beam splitters were used to arrange a
photodiode, a deformable mirror and a CCD camera on the
optical path. The laser is focused on the surface or in the bulk of
the diamond with a 50× microscope objective, with numerical
aperture of 0.67, designed for near infrared wavelengths. The
same objective projects on the CCD camera a magnified image of
the sample during the nanofabrication procedure. A software-
controlled deformable mirror was used to correct the beam
profile for the spherical aberration introduced by the diamond
surface when focusing in the bulk. The voltages applied to a set of
forty piezoelectric actuators organised in three concentric sectors
define the shape of a reflective film, and thus a space dependent
phase shift of the laser wavefront. The image of the mirror is
conjugated to the back focal plane of the objective using a set of
two lenses with 200 and 100 mm focal lengths. The piezoelectric
actuators are subject to thermal expansion and it was observed
that small variation of the room temperature during the day may
introduce a curvature on the reflective layer and modify the laser
beam divergence. In order to mitigate this effect, a temperature
sensor is placed immediately behind the mirror and provides
feedback to an automatic temperature controller based on a
Peltier cell. The photodiode Thorlabs PDA8GS was used as
laser beam monitor and as fast time reference for
measurements of sensor response to laser-induced charge
generation, as described in Section 4.2. The photodiode signal
is acquired by a WaveRunner 610Zi Lecroy oscilloscope, with
1 GHz bandwidth and maximum sampling rate of 20 Gsps.

The sample position was controlled with a three-axis
displacement stage driven by computerised stepper motors
with a resolution of 350 nm.

A distributed experimental control system software,
interfacing the camera, the oscilloscope, the stepper motors,

FIGURE 2 | (B) The simulated current response when a charge of 2.88 fC is released in the elementary cell at two different depths, at positions A (dashed red) and B
(solid blue) as shown in (A).
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the deformable mirror and its temperature controller was
developed and implemented on the Arduino [31] platform.
The camera is connected to a computer dedicated to real-time
image processing, providing measurements of the laser waist and
energy profile with a rate up to 20 Hz. The energy measurement is
normalised to the beam intensity as measured by the photodiode.

A client Run Controller application coordinates all the other
services, providing a simplified scripting interface to define and
run Python routines accessing all the described devices, while

hiding the complexity of such a distributed and heterogeneous
experimental setup.

3.2. Spherical Aberration: Description and
Correction
The refractive index mismatch between air and diamond causes
spherical aberration in the laser beam focused in the diamond
bulk [32]. The effect of the spherical aberration on the focus is

FIGURE 3 | Schematic representation of the optical system. The laser beam is reflected by a deformable mirror which is imaged on the pupil of the objective. The
same objective is used to acquire a microscopic image of the sample, during operations, with a CCD camera. A fast photodiode is used to monitor the beam conditions
and as time reference for measurements with laser-induced charge generation.

FIGURE 4 | Schematic representation of the optical effect of the diamond surface on the laser beam in absence of correction (A) and with the optimal mirror
deformation (B).
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represented in Figure 4. The correction introduced with an
adaptive optics element imaged onto the pupil of the objective
by a pair of achromatic doublets in a 4f configuration is also
shown. Note that to simplify the graphical representation, the
effect of the adaptive optics is described in Figure 4 for
transmitted rays, whilst the actual correction is defined by a
deformable mirror.

In paraxial approximation, the correction of the spherical
aberration can be obtained, without modifying the depth in
diamond z at which the maximal energy density is
concentrated, by applying a phase shift [33].

ψ(ρ; z) � αzρ2 − βzρ4 (1)

to the laser beam, where ρ is the distance to the optical axis and α
and β are constant parameters to be optimised. In practice,
however, we found more convenient to optimise directly the
voltages applied to the piezoelectric motors connected to the
medium and outer rings of the deformable mirror, indicated as
Vm and respectively, while the voltage Vi applied to the inner
sector is fixed to zero.

The optimisation procedure is performed at several depths by
maximising the quality of the laser beam spot as diffused by a
opalescent coating of a wedge-shaped diamond sample. The
optimisation procedure is carried out at different depths in
order to infer the optimal values for Vm and Vo as a function
of z. The laser source used for this study is the same used to
induce the graphitisation, but to avoid damaging the diamond an
optical filter is inserted on the optical path to attenuate the
intensity by a factor 50.

The quality of the focus is determined by processing the image
I(x, y) as acquired from the camera, corrected for the laser
intensity P and the camera exposure time Δt. The resulting
energy distribution is first multiplied by a Gaussian kernel,
centered in the most luminous pixel (x0, y0) and representing
the ideal shape of the beam spot, and finally integrated. In formula,

Q � ∫ exp( − (x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2
2σ2

) I(x, y)
PΔt dx dy, (2)

where σ is adjusted according to the magnification power of the
imaging optical system. To reduce the effect of random
fluctuations, the quality of the beam spot is evaluated on
several consecutive acquisitions and averaged before using it to
define the next mirror configuration to be explored.

The robust Nelder-Mead optimisation method [34], as
implemented in the scipy libraries [35], was used to perform
the optimisation procedure [36]. The voltages obtained with the
optimisation procedure are displayed in Figure 5A as a function of
the depth in diamond z. Even if the errors are large, especially on
the optimal values for Vo, the dependence of the voltages from the
depth is not inconsistent with being linear, and as expected larger
corrections are needed when focusing deeper.

A linear fit is performed on the optimised voltages to predict
the optimal mirror configuration at a given value of z. To validate
the complete procedure, we evaluated the relative improvement
in the beam spot quality Q obtained with a dedicated numerical
optimisation of the mirror shape and with the voltages predicted

by the linear model. The results, compared in Figure 5B, are
consistent with each other.

The angular coefficients of the linear models predicting the
voltages were measured with this procedure several times during
the year, after any maintenance intervention on the laser system
or devices composing the optical system, and found stable within
the uncertainties.

3.3. Electrode Engraving Procedure and
Electrical Tests
The electrodes are obtained focusing the laser beam on the back of
the diamond, i.e., the surface opposite to the beam entrance, and
then moving the sample away along the beam direction at a speed
of 20mμ/s. The beam focus moves towards the entrance surface of
the sample at a speed of 48 mμ/s, because of the higher refractive
index of diamond, transforming the diamond into resistive carbon
phase along the path. While the motor displaces the diamond
sample, the deformable mirror is operated to correct for the
spherical aberration, modifying its configuration according to
the instantaneous position of the beam focus in the diamond.

The resistive columns used as electrodes for the sensor are
buried in the diamond by stopping the engraving procedure at
20 mμ from the upstream surface. Columns produced to measure
the resistivity of the obtained carbon phase are piercing the
sample, providing two accessible ends for electrical
measurements, surface tracks are engraved at the two ends
with a nanosecond laser to ensure good electrical contact.

Figure 6A shows a microscopic image of a set of piercing
columns engraved at 100 μm from the sample side. The resistance
of the columns is measured applying different voltages to the ends
of piercing columns and precisely measuring the current. Piercing
columns engraved with a threshold-energy laser beam with and
without the adaptive optics corrections are compared.

In Figure 6B we report the measurements of the I-V curves for
three columns obtained without any correction on the laser beam,
and three columns obtained correcting the spherical aberration with
the simultaneous displacement of sample and mirror. The
improvement is evident, especially in the small-signal region. The
I-V curves of columns obtained with the corrected beam are found to
show a lesser deviation from ohmicity, while the uncorrected beam
results into higher dynamic resistance for lower voltages.

3.4. Sensor Production and Test Electronics
Two sensors were produced with the system discussed above on
sCVD samples. The first, denoted as Sensor A, was produced
without any laser beam correction, with a pitch of 100 μm ×
160 μm. The second, named Sensor B, was produced with a pitch
of 55 μm × 55 μm to be compatible with the Timepix standard
[24] and applying the correction for the spherical aberration.

Sensors A and B were prepared with 9 × 14 and 30 × 30
elementary cells respectively. Both sensors have an active area
of 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm.

The laser beam used to produce Sensor A was adjusted to
provide pulses of 1700 nJ each, while 700 nJ per pulse were used
to produce Sensor B, where finer electrodes were needed to obtain
a finer pitch avoiding cracks in the diamond substrate. As a
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consequence, the electrodes of Sensors A and B have diameters of
about 30 μm and 8 μm, respectively.

An automated routine was developed to repeatedly engrave
the electrodes on a single side. Slow drifts in the laser alignment,
typically displacing the focus by few microns in 1 h of operations,
were compensated by manually adjusting the motor position at
regular intervals. Engraving 30 × 30 cells requires about 8 h, with
about 20% of the time spent for sample alignment,
synchronisation and adjustment operations.

To provide test structures of different size and capacitance,
surface graphitisation was induced to short circuit sets of different
numbers of electrodes. For this operation, a Nd:YAG Q-switched
laser source with an 8 ns pulse width, pulse energies in the range
10–60 μJ, and 1,064 nm wavelength, was used. A single sensor-
wide pad was defined for Sensor A, while the electrodes of Sensor
B were connected to provide several test structures: a set of strips

of 5, 9, 13, 21, and 30 electrodes, and a larger comb-like pad
connecting all the remaining electrodes. Strips are interleaved by
elementary cells connected to the comb pad. Surface
graphitisation was also used to connect the electrodes to
graphitic conductive pads, sputtered with gold to allow wire
bonding. Figure 7 reports an optical microscopy image of
Sensor A and a schematic representation of the test structures
realised on Sensor B.

In the configuration used for the measurements, the sensors
are mounted using conductive glue on an electronic board with a
hole leaving the sensor active area free in order to minimize the
passive material in telescope setups. The gold-sputtered pads on
the sensor are connected with 25 μmaluminiumwires to the input
pads of a two stage amplifier with a shaping time of 1 ns and a
bandwidth of 1 GHz. A single board, designed at the University of
Kansas, hosts eight such readout channels with independent

FIGURE 5 | (A) The optimal values for the voltages applied to the piezoelectric motors controlling the deformable mirror as determined with an iterative optimisation
procedure. A linear model describing the dependence of the optimal voltage on the depth in diamond is superimposed. (B) the relative improvement in the focus qualityQ
obtained from direct optimisation (empty markers) or obtaining the voltages as a function of the depth from the linear models shown in (A) (full markers).

FIGURE 6 | (A) A set of piercing columns with a pitch of 100 μm with (C) and without (N) correction, at threshold energy. (B) I-V curves for the piercing columns
obtained with and without the optical correction.
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amplification and shaping chains [37, 38]. A metallic cover can be
installed on the board to protect the device from electromagnetic
interferences, dusts and mechanical shocks that could damage the
bonding wires. An aperture in the cover, aligned with the hole on
the board below, reduces the material budget upstream the
sensor.

4. RESULTS

A complete study of the sensors was performed by measuring the
properties of their response to two different radiation sources: a
femtosecond laser generating point-like charge and diffuse charge
generation provided by charged particles at minimum ionisation
releasing energy along their whole path through the diamond. A
comparison was made between the results obtained with two
different charged particle types: the high energy electrons emitted
by 90Sr β source and 270 MeV/c pions available at the πM1 beam
line at PSI.

In each setup, a fast and reliable time reference allowedus tomeasure
the time resolution of sensors along with the signal-to-noise ratio.

The same readout electronics and DAQ system was used for
the three measurements, to facilitate the comparison of the
results, although differences in the overall experimental setup,
like, e.g., cable lengths and environmental noise, may introduce
unavoidable discrepancies which are difficult to correct.

4.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
Three different DAQ setups, based on LeCroy WaveRunner
oscilloscopes, 610Zi, 8104 and 760Zi-a, were used to acquire
the amplified signals obtained with laser, electrons and pions. All
oscilloscopes were configured to operate with a 1 GHz bandwidth
and 20 Gsps. The oscilloscopes were connected to the experiment
control system via the LXI protocol, defining the overall
configuration of the data acquisition, including the trigger
strategy and a unique identifier for the data acquisition run.

The acquired data were stored on a removable memory
device accessed through a fast USB or PCIe connection, in the

LeCroy-standard ASCII format, which is then processed offline
into a compressed binary format immediately accessible to data
analysis.

4.2. Response to Laser Induced Charge
Generation
The same setup described in Section 3.1 and used to induce the
graphitisation of the electrodes, was used to drive an attenuated
laser beam onto the polarised diamond sensor, generating charge
at a well defined position (x, y, z) inside the diamond bulk. The
polarisation was positive and the applied voltage was 100 V, while
the laser pulse energy was 15 nJ. It is worth mentioning that only
a fraction of the pulse energy is transferred to the diamond
through multi-photon quantum interaction. The assessment of
the exact amount of generated charge is difficult and not relevant
to this study. Contrary to the case of minimum-ionising particles,
the charge fluctuations from two identical pulses are negligible.

Two fast photodiodes were installed on the optical path of the
Ti:Sapphire laser in order to ensure a reference time measurement
substantially more precise than the expected diamond time
resolution. One of the two photodiodes was positioned within the
optical system used to compress the laser pulses to 50 fs, while the
other is part of the graphitisation optical setup. The former is found
to be more stable during long data taking periods and it is therefore
chosen as reference. The latter is sensitive to the slow oscillations of
the laser beam and it is therefore only used to set an upper limit on
the time resolution of the reference.

The jitter of the measured time difference of the two
photodiode signals was found to be less than 20 ps which
defines an upper limit on the single photodiode time resolution.

For each measurement, the laser beam was focused in the bulk
of the diamond sensor in 2500 randomly chosen positions
scanning the volume of four elementary cells. The signals
obtained from Sensor A and from the strip-shaped pad of 30
elementary cells of Sensor B are acquired for 5 s for each of the
chosen positions. Even if the laser is operated at a pulse frequency
of 1 kHz, because of the oscilloscope dead time only about 200

FIGURE 7 | (A) An optical microscopy image of Sensor A.The electrodes are well visible as thin dark points, while the two lateral pads, on opposite diamond
surfaces, are designed to allow wire bonding. (B) A schematic representation of the connections of Sensor B into several test structures, each connected to its wire-
bonding pad. All the electrodes not part of a strip-shaped test structure are short-circuited and connected to the large comb-like pad on the left of the schematic.
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waveforms are acquired in this interval. Averaging the waveforms
acquired for each laser spot position, the noise contribution is
reduced and the dependence of the sensor response on the
position of the laser spot can be precisely analysed.

Figure 8 reports the amplitude of the averaged signals as a
function of the position of the laser excitation for both Sensor A
and Sensor B. With a careful choice of the colour code, different
regions of the elementary cell are visualised. On Sensor A, we
observe large signals for excitations close to the electrodes not
connected to the readout electronics. In these regions, the higher
electric field causes the signal to be much faster and therefore a
larger fraction of the generated charge is integrated by the readout
electronics. In the neighbourhood of these electrodes the signal
amplitude exceeds the signal amplitude collected in the midpoint
between pairs of oppositely polarised electrodes by one order of
magnitude. The lack of signal in the uppermost region of the
readout electrodes, connected to the electronics, is interpreted as
a shadow effect of the superficial graphite connection and of the
electrode itself. Thinner columns and smaller elementary cells are
beneficial to the uniformity of the response, as shown by the
measurement on Sensor B. The position of the electrodes can be
barely identified from a mild increase in the amplitude and the
signal is observed up to few microns from the electrode. On the
other hand, the larger resistance of the electrodes results into an
evident dependence of the response on the excitation depth, with
the average signal amplitude on the forward surface twice as large
as on the backward surface.

The strip-shaped test structure of Sensor B allows one to study
effects of cross-talk between neighbouring elementary cells. First

of all, we observe a negative signal when exciting the sensor close
to the surface, immediately outside of the active area. This effect is
well known for silicon detectors and it is due to a capacitive
coupling between adjacent elementary cells. This effect is
beneficial to the interpretation of Figure 8 because it clearly
identifies the borders of the active area of the read elementary cell,
as the sharp transition from large positive to large negative
signals. Unexpectedly, however, while the position at which we
observe negative response follows the symmetry of the
elementary cell, we observe different response of the test
structure to excitations to the left and to the right adjacent
cells. When generating charge in Sensor B at x larger than the
cell boundary (x > 30 μm in the coordinate system of Figure 8),
we register extremely attenuated signals, mostly indistinguishable
from noise. Instead, when generating charge in Sensor B at x less
than the cell boundary (x < −30 μm in Figure 8) we observe
signals with amplitude of the same order as the signals registered
within the elementary cell.

The observed asymmetric cross-talk effect is not fully
understood and may depend on local defects in the diamond
sample. We notice that, as a consequence of the cross-talk, the
description of the averaged response of the test structures to
impinging ionising particles discussed in the next sections is
subject to an unavoidable background from cross-talk.

Each waveform acquired for each position is processed by a
digital Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) algorithm to
obtain the delay of the signal with respect to the fast trigger
signal received from the photodiode. To enhance robustness
against the electronic noise, the CFD algorithm scans the

FIGURE 8 | Graphical representation of the dependence of the signal amplitude on the point of excitation of Sensor A (A) and Sensor B (B) with Ti:Sapphire laser
pulses. The three-dimensional scans depicted on the top, are projected onto the transverse plane xy in the bottom row. Empty markers indicate measurements where
the signal cannot be distinguished from noise. Thick black solid circles indicate the position of the polarisation electrodes, the central dashed circles correspond instead
to the readout electrodes.
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acquired waveforms to compute and subtract the baseline in
order to identify the global maximum of the two samples
describing the transition of the waveform through a threshold
at 35% of the maximum signal amplitude, and finally refines the
computation of the time marker with a linear fit of the
leading edge.

An averaged delay is computed out of the set of about 200
measurements obtained for each scanned position. Since the
residual contribution of the electronic noise on the average
delay is marginal, the measurement is sensitive enough to
allow obtaining the distribution of the delays as a function of
the position of the laser spot. Figure 9 shows the distributions of
the averaged delays as obtained for Sensor A and the strip-shaped
test structure of Sensor B.

Both distributions show an evident non-Gaussian tail at left of
the main peak, populated by the samples obtained exciting the
sensor in the regions with the highest field, close to the electrodes. In
order to quantify the spread of the distribution, wemodel the dataset
as the combination of a signal component modelled with a Gaussian
with an asymmetric tail, named Crystal Ball function [39] and an
empirical parametrisation of a non-peaking contribution defined as

f (t)∝ exp(p3 t (1 + p4 t))
1 + exp( − t−p0

p1
) + p2, (3)

where p0, p1, p2, p3 and p4 are free parameters and the
normalisation is obtained via numerical integration.

As expected, the width of the main peak is smaller for Sensor B
than it is for Sensor A, which indicates that the more
homogeneous electric field obtained with fine-pitched thin
electrodes is important to control the contribution to the
sensor resolution related to the charge collection mechanism.

Throughout the paper, we define the resolution as the standard
deviation of the Gaussian core of the Crystal Ball modelling the
signal peak.

The obtained resolutions are 111 ± 4 ps for Sensor A and
34 ± 3 ps for Sensor B.

As expected, resolution is smaller for Sensor B than for Sensor
A, this indicates that the more homogeneous electric field
obtained with fine-pitched thin electrodes is important to

control the contribution to the sensor resolution due to the
spread of the collection time.

We notice also that, due to the signal dependence on the
generation position, the resolution obtained with the laser excitation
mechanism tends to overestimate the contribution from
inhomogeneities of the sensor response to the overall sensor
resolution with respect to the case of ionising particles. Indeed, with
the laser the charge is generated in the single positionwhere the beam is
focused on, while for the particles the charge is generated along the
whole thickness of the sensor, averaging therefore over different depths
and, to a lesser extent, distances from the readout electrode.

4.3. Response to Electrons From a 90Sr β

Source
The response of the sensor to minimum-ionising particles has
been measured with electrons from a 270 MBq 90Sr β source. In
the decay chain 90Sr→90Y→ 90Zr two electrons are emitted with
endpoint 0.546 and 2.28 MeV respectively. The second electron
has high enough energy to be considered a minimum-ionising
particle. We estimate that the fraction of electrons from 90Y
decays with sufficient energy to cross the 500 μm thick diamond
sample is of the order of 10%. In order to select only highly
energetic electrons that behave as minimum-ionising particles in
the interaction with the diamond sensor, a fast Cherenkov
detector is positioned downstream of the sensor. The detector
consists of quartz window coupled to a Micro-Channel Plate
Photo-Multiplier Tube (MCP-PMT) produced by Photonis,
model PP0365G. The MCP-PMT detector is protected from
ambient light with a thick and black low-Z plastic cover that
can be easily penetrated by minimum-ionising electrons. Given
the high refractive index of the quartz only electrons with β> 0.7
can emit Cherenkov light and produce a signal in the radiator
window. Acquiring the signals produced by the diamond sensor
in coincidence with the signals from the Cherenkov detector
allows selecting electrons with β> 0.7 (β γ> 1.0) after the
ionisation energy loss in the diamond. According to a GEANT4

[40] simulation of the setup, the β γ factor of the selected electrons
is in the range [2.1, 5.7] with an average value of 3.2. They can
therefore be considered as minimum-ionising particles. The time
resolution of the MCP-PMT detector σMCP was measured in

FIGURE 9 | Distribution of the delay between the time reference defined by the photodiode and the time marker on Sensor A (A) and Sensor B (B). The
superimposed fit, used to determine the resolution of the main peak, describes the dataset as the combination of a signal component modelled with a Crystal Ball
function, and a background component modelled with the empirical function defined in Eq. 3.
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single-photon conditions using laser pulses to be 43 ± 2 ps,
consistently with the typical transit time spread declared in
the device specifications by Photonis [41]. The experimental
setup is depicted in Figure 10.

The acquisition of the sensor signal waveform is triggered by
the coincidence of a pulse from the MCP-PMT and a signal from
the sensor in a time window of 10 ns. This requirement is
necessary to select electrons traversing the sensor, because of
the much larger active area of the Cherenkov detector with
respect to the test structures in the diamond, which is
illuminated by the non collimated 90Sr source.

For each test structure, the sensor trigger threshold is
optimised by reducing the noise counting rate to a few percent
of the maximum rate allowed by the oscilloscope dead time.

The test structures probed with the β source are Sensor A, the
strip-shaped pads of Sensor B composed of 5, 9, 21, and 30
elementary cells and the large comb-like pad obtained short-
circuiting the readout electrodes of 822 elementary cells.

For each test structure we acquire data in 6–8 h long runs,
corresponding, on average, to 106 waveforms. As expected, the
trigger rate is significantly lower for small test structures, but
since the oscilloscope dead time limits the trigger rate for the
larger structures, the acquisition rate does not increase linearly
with the number of cells composing the pad.

The analysis of the acquired data and of data from the
270MeV/c pion test beam are discussed jointly in the next Section.

4.4. Response to Minimum-Ionizing Pions in
a Beam Test
While the study of the sensor response with β rays allows one to
acquire large datasets under a large variety of operational
conditions, the electrons produced in the decay are subject to
significant multiple scattering that can in principle bias the
response of the detector. The low energy of the probe particles
requires special care in reducing the inactive material traversed by

particles in the experimental setup. A complementary study of the
response of the detector was therefore performed with a beam of
pions with momentum pπ � 270 MeV/c provided by the πM1
beam line at the PSI in Villigen.

The experimental setup, shown in Figure 11, consists of two
Cherenkov detectors with quartz radiators and MCP readout
placed downstream of the test structures. To enhance the
effectiveness of the study, several test structures of diamond
detectors were studied simultaneously. The mechanical
structure was designed to allocate up to three 10 cm wide
PCBs upstream of the Cherenkov detectors. To protect the
MCP from ambient light, the experimental setup was enclosed
in a black box, with sets of connectors to provide power to the
electronics, polarisation voltages to the sensors and to connect the
output of the amplifiers to the oscilloscopes used for the data
acquisition. To reduce the material upstream the senors under
test, the beam enters the black box through a 2 cm wide circular
aperture closed by a black plastic film to shield the ambient light.

To mitigate the risk of radiation damage, the oscilloscopes were
placed behind a concrete wall and connected to the readout boards
with 10m long low-loss cables at the cost of a slight worsening of the
time resolution due to the attenuation of the signal fast components.
This effect was studied in detail and found to be negligible in the
determination of the time resolution of diamond sensors.

As in the case of electrons from 90Sr, the Cherenkov radiation
threshold is used to select relativistic particles, at minimum
ionisation. The πM1 beam line is composed by equal
momentum particles, predominantly pions, with smaller
components of protons, muons and positrons. In particular
the proton component is populated by primary protons that
lost their energy in the pion production target [42]. These low
energy protons do not behave as minimum-ionising particles and
tend to release large energy deposits in the sensors, biasing the
measurements. These protons are filtered out by inserting on the
beam path a 4 mm thick plastic layer. The residual protons
passing the absorbers are too slow to produce Cherenkov

FIGURE 10 | Schematic drawing (A) and picture (B) of the experimental setup used to study the sensor response to electrons from 90Sr.
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radiation and are therefore easily rejected by the triggering
system. To study the composition of the beam downstream of
the absorber, the signal driving the electrical field of the cyclotron
accelerator is acquired together with the two MCP-PMT and
diamond signals. The time difference tRF between the cyclotron
clock (50 MHz frequency) and the signal measured by the
upstream Cherenkov detector (Cherenkov1 in Figure 10) is a
measurement of the time of flight of the beam particles, which
provides their masses. The distribution of events with respect to
tRF, shown in Figure 12, presents four peaks corresponding to
four masses of impinging, relativistic particles. Positrons are by
far the lightest particles impinging on the Cherenkov detector and
therefore can be identified by a larger Cherenkov photon yield,
corresponding to a larger amplitude of the signal from the MCP-
PMT detectors. This allows one to identify the positron peak in
the tRF distribution. The position of the peaks relative to muons,
pions and protons was then computed relative to the positron
peak. Similar techniques have been employed and validated in the
past on the same beam line, using different timing detectors
[38, 42].

As expected, the dominant contribution is from pions, with a
few percent level contamination of muons and positrons, both
minimum-ionizing particles, and a sub-permille contribution
consistent with the proton mass hypothesis. The latter is
interpreted as a background of δ-rays produced in interactions
of protons with the black box entrance window. Such lower-
energy electrons are still minimum-ionisation particles, with
sufficient velocity to produce Cherenkov light.

To take into account potential small systematic differences
among the readout channels connected to the different sensors
and electrode layouts that may induce unwanted biases in the
results, data have been acquired in two different readout
configurations: the first with exactly the same setup as for the
test with 90Sr source; the second with readout channels swapped
between different test structures.

4.5. Data Analysis
The data collected with electrons and pions beams described
above are analysed tomeasure and compare the time resolution of
the two sensors.

FIGURE 11 | Experimental setup adopted to study the response of the diamond detector to minimum-ionizing pions at PSI. The setup is sketched in (A) and
represented in photo in (B).

FIGURE 12 | (A) The distribution of the signal from the upstream Cherenkov detectors in four intervals of the relative radio frequency time tRF. (B) The distribution of
tRF in a dataset of 1.5 × 105 waveforms. The four peaks are associated to, from left to right, pions, muons, positrons, and electrons produced in proton interactions
downstream the last magnet. The red vertical lines represent the expectations for the four mass hypotheses computed relative to the positrons, whose peak is identified
by means of the Cherenkov photon yield.
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The most evident feature of the acquired waveforms is the low
signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 13 reports sixteen random examples
of waveforms acquired during the beam test with minimum-
ionising pions and the setup described above. Significant signal
shape variations are clearly visible notwithstanding the large
noise, that introduce undesired time-walk contributions to the
timing uncertainty. On the basis of the laser-based studies on the
response uniformity within the same elementary cell, such
variability can be explained with inhomogeneities of the
electric field only partially. Other contributions may be for
example the different charge generation mechanism,
fabrication differences between electrodes composing the same
test structure, and even cross-talk effects.

Two preliminary studies performed on Sensor B prior to any
waveform analysis are presented in Figure 14. In the first, the
polarisation voltage of the sensor has been varied from −100 to
+125 V while acquiring at fixed trigger threshold. Outside this
voltage range the baseline of the acquired waveforms presents
slow and wide oscillations that we interpret as early symptoms of
breakdown. A slight asymmetry in the trigger rate between the
positive and negative polarisation voltages, favours the former

configuration. This might be related to the an asymmetry of the
carrier mobility or to defects introducing junction or tip effects.
We notice however that other elements of the acquisition chain in
addition to the diamond sensor may introduce asymmetries
between positive and negative signals. This conclusion is
therefore limited to the particular combination of sensors,
electronics and oscilloscope used in the analysis. The
maximum applicable voltage seems sufficient to reach
saturation for negative voltages while a higher voltage may
result in higher trigger rate for positive voltages. In both cases,
the saturation voltage is close to the breakdown voltage.
Considering the large electric field in proximity of the tip at
the end of the electrodes, it is reasonable to conclude that the
geometrical regions where the charge generation and the
breakdown take place are different. The distance between the
conductive electrodes and the surface of the diamond limits the
polarisation voltage to values that are at most barely sufficient to
reach the saturation velocity of the carriers in the whole volume.

A second preliminary study concerns the electronic noise.
Because of their large band-gap, the dark current and therefore
the shot contribution to the electronic noise is negligible in

FIGURE 13 | Randomly selected signals obtained from Sensor B strip composed of 30 elementary cells, with an amplitude larger than 40 mV. (A) The full time
window is shown, while a zoom on the leading edge of the same events is presented (B).

FIGURE 14 | (A) The study of the trigger rate as a function of the polarisation voltage. (B) RMS noise as a function of the number of short-circuited elementary cells
in several different measurements. In particular, measurements performed during the beam test are represented as red markers, while measurements in the setup with
the 90Sr source represented as black empty markers.
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diamond sensors. The large resistance of the electrodes results
into a large contribution to the Johnson or thermal noise which is
supposed to scale as the square root of the number of elementary
cells merged in a test structure. Experimentally, however, no
significant correlation between the number of short-circuited
electrodes and the measured noise is observed. The tiny
capacitance of the elementary cells, estimated of the order of
35 fF per cell is so small compared to the input capacitance of the
readout electronics that combining together more than 800
elementary cells results into a barely measurable increase of
the noise RMS voltage. The noise RMS voltage measured for
Sensor A is perfectly consistent with the values reported in
Figure 14 obtained for the various structures of Sensor B. The
noise spectrum was analysed and found consistent among the

various experimental setups, with negligible contribution from
pickup. Dedicated pixel electronics with precise timing
capabilities is being developed and will allow for a drastical
reduction of the input capacitance of the front-end and hence
the noise [43].

Because of the significant cross-talk observed when exciting
the diamond sensor with a laser beam as discussed in Section 4.2,
some of the weakest signal events may be interpreted as due to
particles traversing the device outside of the active region.
Unfortunately, without a precise information on the position
of the particle entering the detector it is impossible to measure the
detection efficiency or to identify the amplitude distribution of
the particles entering the active area of the detector. Since the
electrons produced in the 90Sr decay chain have insufficient

FIGURE 15 | (A) Fit of the delay distribution with a Crystal Ball function superimposed to non-peaking background. (B) Study of the resolution of the sensors A and
B, respectively, in bins of the signal amplitude. The histogram of the signal amplitude obtained with the sPlot technique applied to the 90Sr dataset is superimposed. For
Sensor A, only the resolution obtained with 90Sr β rays is reported, while for Sensor B the results obtained with 90Sr electrons, high energy pions and laser excitations are
compared. (C) Application of the sPlot technique to the integrated signal. The white histogram represents the distribution of the integrated signal on the whole
dataset, while the cyan histogram is obtained by weighting the events to statistically subtract the background contribution. The 30-cell strip of Sensor B was taken as an
example.
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energy to release charge in several planes of a tracking telescope,
such a measurement is postponed to a future beam test.

The distribution of the delays between the diamond and
reference signals for the 30-cell test structure of Sensor B as
obtained with β rays is shown as an example in Figure 15B.
The result of a fit to the distributions of delays is shown
superimposed to the data. The data are fitted with the sum of a
Crystal Ball function modelling the peak and the empirical function
in Eq. 3 to describe the background of random coincidences.

The same fitting procedure has been repeated in bins of
signal amplitude to study the dependence of the time
resolution on the signal shape. The dependence of the
resolution as a function of the amplitude is presented in
Figure 15B, for both Sensor A and B as obtained from 90Sr
electron data. For sensor B, the same dependencies obtained
with laser and minimum-ionising pions are also shown in
Figure 15B; only the results from the 30-cells strip are shown,
the results from the other test structures being substantially
equivalent. In order to add context to the dependence of the
resolution on the amplitude, the distribution of the latter, as
obtained with the β source setup, is represented on the
background of the two plots in Figure 15B. Such a
distribution is obtained by applying the sPlot technique
[44] to statistically subtract the background contribution
from the signal by computing per-event weights. As an
example, in Figure 15C the distribution of the areas of the
signals is shown before (empty histogram) and after (filled
cyan histogram) background subtraction with this technique.

As expected, the beam test data confirm the results obtainedwith
the β source, while the timing of laser excitations is determined with
significantly better time resolution because of the different
distribution of the generated charge within the diamond. The
strong dependence of the resolution on the signal amplitude
highlights once more the dominant effect of the electronic noise
in the determination of the uncertainty on the timingmeasurement.

From the comparison of the resolutions obtained with the two
sensors (see Figure 15B), a significant improvement is evident
when moving from Sensor A to Sensor B. The improvement is
confirmed also using different time resolution estimators,
including the signal peak FWHM, and the variance of the
peak fitted with a Crystal Ball function. The time resolution
improvement from Sensor A to sensor B varies between 20 and
40% depending on the estimation used.

Different algorithms to assign the time marker to the acquired
waveforms have been compared. The performance of each
algorithm has been evaluated on the basis of the number of
signal rising edges correctly identified and on the resulting time
resolution. Substantial effort has been spent to find the optimal
balance between high detection efficiency and best time
resolution. Although details of this study are outside the scope
of this paper, a clear outcome is that corrections for the signal
leading edge slew rate are needed to significantly improve the
time resolution. These corrections seem to confirm the effects of
electric field inhomogeneities observed with the laser tests. Its
spread seems too large to be due uniquely to noise fluctuations
and may result from inhomogeneous electrical field within the
sensor, as already pointed out with laser based studies.

To provide another benchmark time resolution estimation
for future reference, in addition to the measurement with the
digital CFD used throughout this paper, an analog Constant
Fraction Discriminator (aCFD) algorithm has been
implemented. In the aCFD, a delayed attenuated copy of the
signal is subtracted from the signal itself giving as an optimal
time marker the zero-crossing time of the resulting bipolar
signal. The aCFD provides a complete cancellation of time
slewing effects but is sensitive to noise fluctuations that distort
the signal, giving rise to false triggers. As a consequence, aCFD
offers a better time resolution than the baseline CFD but it
shows a decreased tagging efficiency. Indeed using the aCFD
(simple CFD) algorithm we obtained a time resolution of 207 ±
1 ps (263 ± 1 ps) from a sample of 54 × 103(59 × 103)
background-subtracted events recorded with the 30-cell strip
of Sensor B and 321 ± 1 ps (389 ± 1 ps) from a sample of
9.5 × 103(13 × 103) background-subtracted events recorded
with Sensor A. All the results were obtained using
relativistic (β> 0.7) electrons from 90Sr as probe and the
uncertainties are purely statistical.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS

This paper reports on the first detailed study of the time
resolution of 3D pixel diamond sensors. The investigation was
carried out by comparing the response of two different sensors
to different excitations: minimum-ionising pions, electrons
and laser pulses. The main result emerging from this study is
the fact that thinner and finer pitch columnar graphite
electrodes improve significantly the time resolution, while,
at the same time, matching better the requirements in terms of
space resolution. Although the timing performances of the
diamond devices presented in this work are not yet
competitive with those of 3D silicon sensors, this study has
allowed identifying the key elements to proceed towards a
further optimisation of these devices, discussed in this
Section.

5.1. Front-End Electronics
It is evident that the dominant contribution to the time resolution
is the electronic noise at the input of the amplifier. The
experimental setup with long bonding wires and discrete
electronic components seems to introduce dominant noise
contributions to the pixel noise, as made evident by the mild
dependence of the noise level on the number of short-circuited
elementary cells. The development of microelectronics with high-
resolution timing capabilities is part of the TimeSPOT initiative
and its adoption for diamond sensors is expected to introduce a
significant, although not yet quantified, improvement of the signal-
to-noise ratio and hence of the time resolution [43]. While the
focus of this work is on the timing capabilities, the choice of the
electronics and of the data processing significantly affects the
detection efficiency. From the data analysis in this paper, we
expect the detection efficiency to be limited by the short
integration time of the amplifier. Future work should include a
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direct measurement of the detection efficiency to make such a
trade-off evident.

5.2. Column Resistivity
The high resistivity of the graphitised columns increases the time
constant of the pixel and slows down the extraction of the signal
from the bulk of diamond. The progress obtained with an
improved focusing of the laser, using adaptive optics to correct
the spherical aberration of the wavefront due to the air-diamond
interface is evident. However the setup based on a deformable
mirror adapted with an iterative procedure based on the laser spot
image leads to instabilities that negatively affects the quality of the
electrodes and ultimately the sensor time resolution. In particular,
we found that small variations of the room temperature result
into significant modifications of the mirror curvature, and
therefore of the laser divergence. The nanofabrication optical
system is being upgraded to replace the deformable mirror with a
Liquid-Crystal-on-Silicon Spatial Light Modulator [45], which
allows for a much more precise implementation of the
theoretically computed phase-shifts necessary to the correct for
spherical aberration [33].

5.3. Column Geometry
Themaximal polarisation voltage was found to be roughly the same
on Sensor A and Sensor B, and in general is observed to be roughly
independent of the sensor pitch. While unexpected, this result may
be understood once the 3D maps obtained with laser excitation are
carefully considered. The highest field region is close to the tip of the
columnar electrodes: the probability of discharge in this region is
clearly independent of the pixel pitch being only affected by the
distance between the tip of the electrode and the diamond surface.
In other words, the analysed sensors are operated at a voltage which
is probably too low to reach the saturation velocity of the carriers
within the whole volume, leading to a dependence of signal shape
on the position where the charge is generated, worsening the time
resolution by effect of an increased spread in the collection time. An
optimisation of the geometry close to the end of the electrodes will
be carried out and implemented in the next batch of sensors.
Improved time resolution obtained in 3D Silicon devices with
trench-shaped electrodes [4] suggests to replicate such geometry
in diamond sensors, by suitably shaping the nanofabrication laser
beam to obtain electrodes with lower resistance and pixels with a

more uniform electrical field. Similarly, a further reduction of the
column pitch should also be investigated.

The identification and the solution of the above issues largely
defines the next steps of our development of 3D pixel diamond
sensors. The results discussed in this paper are already extremely
encouraging and represent a further step towards the application of
3D diamond sensors to tracking detectors with timing capabilities in
future experiments at colliders in extreme radiation conditions.
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